Ref: GRI/ECO/2022-23/  
Date: 08.12.2022

To

The Head
All the Departments
GRI-DU, Gandhigram.

Sir,

Sub: Providing list of courses- Generic Electives – Even Semester- Department of Economics in the academic year 2022-2023- reg.

I happy am to inform that the following list of courses (P.G. programme) will be offered by the Department of Economics during the Even Semester (I.M.A.) II Semester of the academic year 2022-2023. This is for your kind notice and perusal.

Generic Electives - 21ECOP02GX - (PG Programme)

1. 21ECOP02G1 - Indian Economy
2. 21ECOP02G2- Globalization and WTO: Issues and Strategies
3. 21ECOP02G3 – Entrepreneurship
4. 21ECOP02G4- Growth and Development
5. 21ECOP02G5 – Agricultural Economics
6. 21ECOP02G6 – Energy Economics

Thanking you,

Submitted to be Registrar, GRI-DTBU, Gandhigram for uploading the above circular in the Institute website.

Yours faithfully,

Copy to:

The Director, Computer Centre, GRI (DTBU), Gandhigram – with a request to send the circular through intranet.